
rbd - Backport #11852

librbd: new config option for legacy blocking aio behavior

06/02/2015 09:22 PM - Josh Durgin

Status: Resolved Spent time: 0.00 hour

Priority: Normal   

Assignee: Josh Durgin   

Target version: v0.80.11   

Release: firefly Crash signature (v2):  

Crash signature (v1):    

Description

https://github.com/ceph/ceph/pull/4854

Related issues:

Related to rbd - Backport #11769: librbd: aio calls may block Resolved 03/06/2015

History

#1 - 06/04/2015 01:16 PM - Jason Dillaman

firefly PR: last two commits from https://github.com/ceph/ceph/pull/4854

#2 - 06/04/2015 01:42 PM - Nathan Cutler

If this backport is satisfied by the last two commits in https://github.com/ceph/ceph/pull/4854 then it really doesn't warrant a separate backport tracker

issue, since we already have #11769 for that. Right?

#3 - 06/04/2015 01:43 PM - Nathan Cutler

- Status changed from New to Fix Under Review

- Assignee set to Josh Durgin

#4 - 06/05/2015 12:43 AM - Jason Dillaman

Nathan Cutler wrote:

If this backport is satisfied by the last two commits in https://github.com/ceph/ceph/pull/4854 then it really doesn't warrant a separate backport

tracker issue, since we already have #11769 for that. Right?

 

I did not originally see this new ticket but I wanted to ensure we had the extra logic for reverting to legacy behavior in the firefly backport.  It might be

good to keep this open until such a time that PR 4854 is merged (or about to be merged) just in case.  Of course, if that will complicate backport

status reporting, then I would vote to close it prior to starting v0.80.11.

#5 - 07/08/2015 02:51 PM - Loïc Dachary

- Description updated

For the record, the initial description was:  https://github.com/ceph/ceph/pull/4827 Just the first and last commit there, since rbd metadata is new in

master. This should go in the same release as http://tracker.ceph.com/issues/11769
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#6 - 09/04/2015 09:10 AM - Nathan Cutler

- Status changed from Fix Under Review to Resolved
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